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Word Problems With Triple Digit Subtraction
Solve the word problem. Write the addition or subtraction sentence
(equation) for the problem.
1. Julia is the teacher of grade 3 students. She has 84 gifts for her students.
There are 67 students and each received one gift from the teacher. Find the
number of gifts remaining with Julia.
2. Thomas bought 42 tomatoes and out of them 27 were rotten. Find the
number of good tomatoes.
3. Gabriel collected 30 Canadian stamps. If he gave away 22 stamps to his
friend, find the number of stamps left with him.
4. Gavin had $40 with him. Gavin bought lollipops for $5.75, brownies for
$6.75 and cakes for $23. Find the money left with Gavin.
5. Jackson had 34 stickers and he gave 16 of them to his friend. Find the
number stickers left with Jackson.
6. Angel had $126 in her savings. She has $78 after buying a video game.
Find the amount left in her savings.
7. Josephina received $235 dollars from her mother. She spent $126.75
dollars for stationary items. How much money does Josephina have now?
8. Brandon bought cookies for $10. Find the money left if initially he had
twice the amount he spent on the cookies.
9. Owen had 44 stickers and he gave 20 of them to his friend. Find the
number stickers left with Owen.
10. There are 679 books in Mark’s library. If 389 books are biographies, find
the number of other books in the library.
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Answer Key
1

84 – 67 = 17

2

42 – 27 = 15

3

30 – 22 = 8

4

$40–($5.75+$6.75+$23)=$4.5

5

34 - 16 = 18

6

$126 – $78 = $48

7

$235 – $126.75 = $108.25

8

$20 - $10 = $10

9

44 – 20 = 24

10

679 – 389 = 290
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